
recommendations



Athens

DINING

FINE DINING 

CASUAL DINING

BARS / COCKTAILS / CLUBS / ROOFTOP BARS



Athens

FINE DINING (reservations recommended)

Sense Athens Authentic Greek recipes are interpreted into refined, fine-dining 

dishes. Exceptional Acropolis views. $$$$

Varoulko A seaside restaurant, in the Mikrolimano marina, where Chef Lefteris
Lazarou draws his inspiration from the sea with an appetizing menu of a variety of 
seafood dishes.  $$$$

Spondi Located in a historical villa, Spondi is a member of the prestigious “Les

Grandes Tables du Monde” and offers a traditional French haute cuisine menu

that changes according to the seasons and, of course, the creative imagination

of the chef.

Botrini’s- A converted school in a quiet suburb (Halandri), is now a passionately run

restaurant. The modern menu features local produce in creative, attractively

presented dishes. $$$$

Hytra- located on the 6th floor of the Onassis Cultural Center with the best tables

looking toward the Acropolis. The continuous update and development in the

approach to the concept of food, and the emergence of Greek cuisine through

Greek raw materials and recipes, are the main components of the Hytra

Experience. $$$

FINE DINING - REST

GB Roof Garden - The Acropolis and the Parthenon as well as Lycabettus Hill and

the Doric Greek Parliament at Syntagma Square, are located just one breath away

and can be admired from every corner, giving a touch of unparalleled glamor. The

menu is based on the Mediterranean culinary tradition and the application of

modern haute cuisine techniques.

CTC [si·ti∙si] - deriving from the Greek noun “σίτιση” (EN: Feeding) CTC will take

you on a journey through the history, the culture, and the traditions of the lavish

Greek cuisine translated into the most creative and sophisticated culinary

language.

Papadakis - situated on the steps leading uphill towards Mount Lycabettus, this

lovely eatery serves Mediterranean cuisine with modern influences, specializing in

fresh seafood dishes from local celebrity chef Argiro Barbarigou.

Aleria - artistic neo-classical building situated in an alternative district in Athens.

Modernized Greek cuisine. Local traditional ingredients are processed using state-

of-the-art cooking techniques resulting in wonderful dishes.

MICHELIN STAR

https://www.senserestaurants.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=gmb
https://www.varoulko.gr/
http://www.spondi.gr/spondi/
https://botrinis.com/
https://www.gbroofgarden.gr/
https://ctc-restaurant.com/
http://papadakisrestaurant.com/
https://www.aleria.gr/en/


Athens

CASUAL DINING

Mystili – on Andrianou Street in Thesion Traditional Greek flavors with a twist served

under the Acropolis in one of the most picturesque ancient walkways of Athens. $$

Nice N Easy - an organic restaurant bistro located on the corner of Omirou 60 &

Skoufa, in Kolonaki where contemporary Mediterranean cuisine is served using high-

quality farm-to-table ingredients. $$

Frankie – the new Italian restaurant from the “nice n easy” group. Rustic and

traditional in style but daring in flavor and presentation. Dedicated to sustainable and

environmentally conscious cuisine featuring a Sicily-inspired flair. $$-$$$

Saita- A traditional Greek Taverna in the heart of Plaka. $$

Feyrouz - A bakery meets a restaurant and pastry shop in a hidden corner located in

the historical center of Athens. Feyrouz offers daily fresh artisanal street food filled

with unmistakable Levantine flavors. $

Kuzina - On Adrianou St in Thession, a place where delicious food is perfectly

coupled with the environment in a very inspired mixture of modern and traditional

Greek elements. $$-$$$

O Thanasis - On Mitropoleos St. in Monastiraki serves excellent gyros, souvlakia,

and other grilled meat. Because of its location, you might think it only caters to

tourists, but ask most Athenians and they eat there regularly as well. $

Ergon House Athens – The world’s first “foodie hotel” in the heart of Athens. Situated

at the foot of the Acropolis in the historical heart of Athens, Ergon House is a seventh

heaven for food enthusiasts, complete with ‘rooms above the inn’. A spectacular

marketplace, a modern-day Agora with a constellation of greengrocers, a butcher’s,

fishmonger and bakery, a delicatessen and roastery, along with a bar and restaurant

which celebrate the best of Greek cuisine culture. $$-$$$

https://www.mystilliathens.gr/
https://www.niceneasy.gr/
https://www.frankierestaurant.gr/kolonaki
https://restaurantguru.com/Taverna-Saita-Athens
https://feyrouz.gr/
https://www.kuzina.gr/
https://othanasis.com/
https://house.ergonfoods.com/food-experience/


Athens

BAR / COCKTAILS / CLUBS / ROOFTOP BARS

The bar and wine scene of Athens is constantly changing with exciting new venues,

including a few of the best bars in the world.

The Clumsies - Rated the 22nd best bar in the world, The Clumsies combines

intimacy with minimalism and great signature drinks.

Six d.o.g.s – concert hall, exhibit space, and garden bar – avant-garde and favorite

for the techno scene

Baba Au Rum – Welcome to the Rum and Cocktail Society. A one-of-a-kind local

bar specializing in unique cocktails.

Heteroclito Cava & Bar - near Syntagma is a hip new Athenian wine bar that

specializes in Greek varietals (such as the dry white, Assyrtiko, and spicy red,

Xinomavro) and offers wine by the glass from the most innovative and acclaimed

local producers.

Brettos - on Kidathineon Street, in Plaka, wine, ouzo, and other traditional Greek

spirits. Do not miss the hundreds of colorful bottles and lights that decorate the

walls of "Brettos", the oldest distillery in Athens.

By the Glass – located directly across from New Hotel. Lovely courtyard and an

excellent selection of wines

Bar 8 / GB Rooftop Bar – stunning views, luxury cocktails. On the rooftop of the

Grand Bretagne Hotel

Ermou 18 Beyond the Horizon- An amazing rooftop experience with great

cocktails!

Attic Urban Rooftop – Attic is in the heart of Athens on a terrace overlooking the

Acropolis, Lycabettus, and almost all of Attica. Perfect for brunch, aperitif at sunset,

or signature cocktails at night.

https://www.theclumsies.gr/
https://sixdogs.gr/
https://www.babaaurum.com/
https://www.heteroclito.gr/en/
https://brettosplaka.com/
https://bytheglass.gr/en/
https://www.gbroofgarden.gr/
https://www.instagram.com/ermou18/
https://atticurbanrooftop.com/


FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

GREECE
102-104 Vas. Pavlou Str | Voula Center | GR 166 73 Athens

T +30 210 968 9460-61

USA
700 E Boynton Beach Blvd| #1408 | Boynton Beach 

T +1561419 7205 | 888-377-LIVE (5483)

t ravelive.com
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